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Abstract:
Methods proposed in this article cover; (a) generation of conjugate,

gear tooth surfaces with localized bearing contact; (b) derivation
of equations of gear tooth surfaces; (c) simulation of conditions of
meshing and bearing contact; (d) investigation of the sensitivity of
gears to the errors of manufacturing and assembly (to the change
of center distance and misalignment); and (e)improvement of bearing
contact with the corrections of tool settings. Using this technological
method we may compensate for the dislocation of the bearing con-
tact induced by errors of manufacturing and assembly. The applica-
tion of the proposed methods is illustrated by numerical examples.
The derivation of the equations is given in the Appendix.

Introduction
Circular arc helical gears have been proposed by

Wildhaber(lO) and Novikov''" (Wildhaber-NoviKov gears).
These types of gears became very popular in the sixties, and
many authors in Russia, Germany, Japan and the People's
Republic of China made valuable contributions to this area.
The history of their researches can be the subject of a special
investigation, and the authors understand that their references
cover only a very small part of the bibliography on this topic.

The successful manufacturing of a flew -9'~ of gearing
deperfds on the precision of the tool used for the generation
of the gears. Kudrjavzev{3) in the USSR proposed the ap-
plication of two mating hobs for the generation of the W -
N gears. These hobs were based on the application of two
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mating rack cutters, the normal section of each rack cutter
representing a circular arc. Tools for the generation of cir-
cular arc helical gears have been proposed in West Germany
by Winter and Looman.i'P

The circular arc helical gear is only a particular case of
a general type of helical gear which can transform rotation
with constant gear ratio and have a point contact at every
instant. Litvin(4) and Davidov(!) simultaneously and inde-
pendently proposed a method of generation for helical gears
by "two rigidly connected" tool surfaces. We shall, however,
limit the discussion to the case of circular arc helical gears.

The purposes of this article are twofold: the simulation of
the conditions of meshing and the bearing contact for the
misaligned W - N gears (the TCA method), and the adjust-
ment of the gears for the compensation of the dislocation of
the bearing contact. The main geometric properties of these
gears and the method of their generation are also considered.

The tooth surfaces of circular arc helical gears (W-N
gears) are in contact at a point at every instant instead of
in contact along a straight line, as is the case with involute
helical gears, Due to the elasticity of gear tooth surfaces, the
initial contact at a point of circular arc helical gears spreads
over an ellipse under the load. In the process of meshing,
the center of the contacting ellipse moves over the gear tooth
surface along a.helix. The line of action 1S the set or contac-
ting points which is represented in a fixed coordinate system
rigidly connected to the frame. The line of action for the
Novikov gears is a line which is parallel to the axes of rota-
tion. The gear tooth. surfaces may be generated by two rack
cutters - F and P - provided with the generating surfaces E F

and Ep. We may imagine that surfaces I:F and Ep are rigid-
ly connected to each other and are in tangency along the
straight line a - a (Fig. la). The normal sections of the rack
cutters are two circular arcs ..While the rack cutters translate
with velocity v; the gears rotate with angular velocities W(l}

and w(2), respectively. Cylinders of radii '1 = V -;- w(l) and
rz = v -i- d2

} are the gear axodes. and plane n,. which is
tangent to the cylinders, is the axode of the rack cutters. The
line of tangency of the ax odes, I - I, is the instantaneous
axis of rotation. Consider that the rack cutter surface EF
generates gear 1 tooth surface E1 and Ep generates gear 2
tooth surfaces E2. Surfaces EF and El and, correspondingly,



_p and E2,. are in line contact. but E1 and E2 are in point
contact.

Two hobs and two grinding wheels may also be used in-
stead of two rack cutters for the generation of gears. The
design of these tools is based on the idea of application of
two rack cutters. The shape of these mating tools depends
on the gear pitch only, and the same tools can be used for
the generation of mating gears with different combinations
of teeth.

Circular arc helical gears have the following advantages
over involute helical gears. There are reduced contacting
stresses and better conditions of lubrication. The disadvan-
tages of these gears are higher bending stresses due to point
contact of the tooth surfaces, sensitivity to the change of the
center distance and to the misalignment of axes of gear rota-
tion, and a more complicated tool shape. However. some of
these disadvantages can be avoided, and circular arc helical
gears may have a certain area of application. The bending
stresses can be reduced by appropriate proportions of tooth
elements. The effect of dislocation of the bearing contact due
to the change of the distance between the gear axes may be
reduced by appropriate relations between the principal
curvatures of gear tooth surfaces, and may even be compen-
sated for technologically by refinishing one of the gears (the
pinion). Fortunately, the change of axes distance does not
induce kinematical errors - a deviation of function 4>2 (4)1)
from the corresponding linear function. The misalignment
of gear axes induces kinematical errors of the gear train which

-v...

v...
n

Fig. 2

can exert vibrations of gears. Simultaneously, the misalign-
ment of gear axes also effects a small dislocation of the bear-
ing contact. The effect of misalignment of gear axes can also
be compensated for technologically by refinishing of the
pinion.

The purpose of this article is to demonstrate the computer-
aided simulation and adjustment of the bearing contact and
conditions of meshing of circular arc helical gears .

Main Features
The main advantage of Wildhaber-Novikov gears is based

on the fact that helical gears with point contact of the tooth
surfaces are free of the restrictions of curvatures that are
typical for spur and helical gears which have line contact of
the tooth surfaces.

Consider shapes EI and E2, which are the cross sections
of spur or helical gears having line contact of the tooth sur-
faces. Shapes E] and 1;2 are in tangency at point M (Fig. 2).
The instantaneous angular velocity ratio is given by

w(l) 0 1
m12 = - 2:

d2:) all
(1)

Generally, m12 is not constant and ml2 """ f(4)l) where 4>1 is
the angle of rotation of gear 1. It is known from the Theory
of GeQrlng(SI that the derivative dml2/ dIPI is equal to zero
if the following equation is satisfied:

'1 + '2 (2)

'1'2 sin~c
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Here 1:12 = CzM and '21 = C1 M where Cz and C1 are the
centers ofcurvatures of shapes E2 and EI, respectively; .6.12
= (12 - (11; ,I = 1M; '1 = 0'1.1 and '2 = 0'21; oJtc is the angle
formed by the shapes normal and line m - m.

From Equation (2) we find that the difference of curvature
radii, ..6.12' = 122 - 121. depends on parameters '1< '2' 1/1, I and
121' Thus, .6.12 is not a free design parameter, and itcannot
be chosen as desired. Therefore, the contacting stressescan-
not be reduced substantially by minimizing .:1Q. This obstacle
can be overcome if the gears are designed as helical gears pro-
vided with tooth surfaces which are in point contact instead
of line contact.

Consider that the diHerence of curvature radii, 4(1. pro-
vides optimal conditions for contacting stresses, but does not
satisfy Equation (2). However. the gear ratio will be constant
for helical gears if their surfacesare in point contact. This
statement may be proven with the following considerations.

Fig. 3&1shows a gear tooth surface of a helical gear ..Such
a surface may be represented as a set of planar curves which
lie in planes, perpendicular to the gear axis. For instance, E(1)
and E(2) are the shapes of the gear tooth surface which lie
in planes PI and P2• respectively (Fig. 3a, b). The orienta-
tion of 1::(2) is diff.erent from the orientation. of r:(I). To ob-
tain a desired orientation for I;(2), we have to rotate the gear
through a. definite angle by which point M' will come to the
position L; the line ML is parallel to the axis of gear rotation.

Fig. 4
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Assume that initiaHy M is the point of tangency of the
mating surfaces (Fig.. 3b). The normal n" to the shape l;(1)
passes through the instantaneous center of rotation, I. The
location of Ion. the center distance corresponds to the given
gear ratio. After rotation through a definite angle, shape
E, (2) which lies in plane Pz, will have the same orientation
as that of 1:, (1) and the new point of contact of the mating
surfaces will be L (Fig. 3b). The conditions of meshing at point
L will be the same as that at point M.

We find from these considerations that helical gears which
are in point centact witl transform rotation with a constant
gear ratio if their screw parameters h1 and hz are related as
follows:

hI =¢l

112 ¢2

(3)

Here

hi = .r,tan Xi (i = '1,2) (4)

where Aj is the lead angle, and .rj is the radius of 'the gear
axode-the pitch cylinder ..

Thus. the transformation of rotation may be performed
with a constant gear ratio which is independent of the
curvatures of the gear tooth surfaces.

Generating Surfaees
Fig. 4 shows the normal section of the space of rack cutter

f which generates the tooth of gear L The shapes of 'the rack
cutter for each of its sides represent two circular arcs centered
at CF and Cf, respectively. The circular arc of radius Qf{J
generates the fillet surface of the gear. Point ort) lies in plane
IT (Fig. 1).

Fig. 5 shows the normal section of the tooth of the rack
cutter P which generates the space of gear 2. The shape of
the rack cutter for each side represents two circular arcs
centered at Cp and cW, respectively. The circular arc with
radius e'IJ generates the fillet surface of gear 2.



Fig. 5

The shapes of the mating rack cutters do not coincide;
rather they are in tangency at points Ml and M2.

We may represent all four circular arcs in the coordinate
systems Sa (Xa, y«. Xa) by the same equations.

Here ei is the radius of the circular arc; aj and b'i are
algebraic values which determine the location of the center
of the circular arc; f)i is the variable parameter which deter-
mines the location of a point on the circular arc (8'1 is
measured clockwise from the negative axis yRh P" is the
diametral pitch in the normal section; and 1fc is the pressure
angle. The element proportions of rack cutters 111,h» h3 and
h4,3[ie expressed in terms of normal diamet:ral pitch, PrJ'

It was mentioned above 'that Equations (5) represent all
four circular 3I1CS- the shapes of both rack cutters. Thus
equations

represent the circular arc centered at Cf (Fig. 4).
Knowing the normal section of the rack cutter, we may

derive equations of the generating surface using the matrix
form of coordinate transformation. Consider that a rack
cutter shape is represented in the coordinate system S!j)
(fig. 6a). The rack cutter surface will be generated in the coor-
dinate system S/) (fig. 6b) while the coordinate system S';1)
translates along the line o~)O~)with respect to .~); 10,0<11
!.Ii is a variable parameter .. Using the matrix equation

ii) 1 0' o 0' iiJc Q

y~') 0 sin).· cos)..j .UjCOS)..i ym., Q

(7)
z(i) 0 -cos).; sinAi u,$in)"j ii)

c -Q

1 0 0 0 1 1

we obtain

In the derivation of Equations (8). we assume tha'l Qj > 0
and bi > O. The unit normal. to the rack cutter surface is
given by 'the equations

(9)

Equations (8) and (9) yield

(10)

Consider that coordinate systems ~FJ and Sf!) coincide.
Surfaces Eft) and E!?) will be in tangency if the following
equations are satisfied:

"'X(P)c r
-,iP)

.:Ie '
(f)

Xc (11)

rlFJIe
"", ...(P)

fly!:'"
(12)
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Fig. 6a

HIX.

Fig. 6b

Equations (8), (10), (11), and (12) yield that surfaces EF
and tp are in tangency along a straight line a - a [Fig. la)
if the following conditions are satisfied:

(13)

Here Y,e is the pressure angle.
The normal sections of the gear teeth do not coincide with

the corresponding normal sections of the rack cutters ..
Neglecting the difference, we may identify the normal sec-
tions of gear teeth with the normal sections of rack cutters.
The shapes of the gear teeth in the normal section are shown
in Fig. 7 ..These shapes are in tangency at point MI and M2•

Considering the two sides of the teeth, we have to consider
two pairs of surfaces, EF and Ep. Each pair of these surfaces
is in tangency alonga straight line a -/l (F.ig. Ia) and point
Mi (i = 1, 2) lies on a-a. The shape normals at M1and
M2 pass through point r. which lies on the instantaneous
axis oJ rotation and coincides with the origins O~f) and 0<';)
for the position shown.

Gear Tooth Surfaces
Considering the generation of the gear 1tooth surface. we

use the coordinate systems s<!), 51' and Sh' which are rigid-
ly connected to the rack 'cutter F,gear I. and the frame,
respectively (Fig ...8a). Similarly, considering the generation
of gear 2 tooth surface, we use coordinate systems s~P), s2t
and Sf which are rigidly connected to the rack cutter P, to
gear 2 and to the frame, respectively. We use two. different
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n

Fig. 7

fixed coordinates, Sf and. SII, to simulate various errors of
assembly. Coordinate systems Sf and sh coincide with each
other if 'errors of gear assembly do not exist. We can simulate
these 'errors by changing the location and orientation of the
fixed coordinate system 511 wi,th respect to Sf.

The determination of the gear tooth surface!:] {E]
represents gear 1tooth surface.) is based on the fonowing
considerations. (See also the Appendix.)

Step 1; The line of 'contact of surfaces EF and 1:1 may be
represented in the coordinate system S<CF'Jas follows;(5)

(f) (- .(J.) C1 ( (J-.\ A . N(F). (1'1)r, LlF,· F E' - , !.IF, FI ,I: ·F, c - Vc

(I4)

Here' UFo fh are the surface coordinates of l:F: _ If is the sur-
face normal; v~F1)is the sliding velocitY;¢1 is the angle of
rotation of gear 1; and AF is, the area of parameters UFo (JF.

Equation 15,

(IS)

is called the equation of meshing.

.Z,.,Z, D

Fi8' Sa.
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Analtemative method for the determination of theequa-
tion of meshing is based on the following equations:

Y!tJ - lcFl 'ttl - yC[l ZC[J- zrJ
----- (16)

NF)
!Ie

Here X!.FJ, 'fIJ, Z<[) are coordinates of a point on the
instantaneous axis of rotation 1 - I, which is represented in
S;;J. x~F), y;;J and if) are the coordinates of a point on sur-
face EF, and Nfl, N}'jand M~are the direction cosines of
the surface normal N~J.

Step 2: The generated gear 1tooth surface is represented
in coordinate system 51 by the following equations.

Here matrices [MWI and [Ml/l represent. the coordinate
transformation in transition from Sf) via Sf to 51, The sur-
face unit normal may be determined by the following matrix
equation:

(18)

We may determine matrices [LV) and [LWI by deleting the
last column and row in matrices [MItl and [MJ;)I.

Step 3: Since we wiH consider the mesh of gear tooth sur-
faces we have to represent these surfaces in a coordinate
system rigidly connected to the frame. For this purpose we
choose the coordinate system Sf and represent t1, gear 1
tooth surface, using the following equations:

[r}I)1= [Mfll ['1]

In}!)] = [Lfll [nIl

Elements of matrices [Mfll and [Lfll are expressed in terms
of cpi - the angle of rotation of gear 1, which is in mesh with
gear 2. Henceforth, we will. differentiate between two designa-
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tions of the angle of rotation of the gears: CPi is the angle of
rotation of gear i in mesh with the corresponding rackcut-
ter, and ¢i is the angle .of rotation of the one gear in mesh
with the mating gear.

The equations of gear 2 tooth surface, 1:2, may be deter-
mined in ill similar manner. Initially, we may represent these
equations in the coordinate system 52, rigidly connected to
gear 2 (Fig. 8b) and then in coordinate system Sf rigidly con-
nected to the frame.

Simwati.ons of Conditions of Meshi~g
We may simulate the conditions of meshing by changing

the settings and orientation of the coordinate system Sir with
respect to Sf" For instance, simulating the change of center
distance !le, we may displace the origin Oh of the coordinate
system Sir by !lC wi.th respect to 01 (Fig. 9a). Then, using the
coordinate transformation from Sh to Sf we may represent
the equations of surface Eland its surface normal in system
Sf·

The conditions of continuous tangency of gear tooth
surfaces Ej and E2. are represented by the following equa-
tions. (5. 6)

rfl) (!h, CPt- ,ul) = r~2) (8 p, CP2, "'2) (19)

np) (OF, ,ul)=nf) (Op, "'2) (20)

Equation (19) expresses that surfaces E1 and 1:2 have a
common point determined with the position vectors rp) and
rj2). Equation (20) indicates that surfaces E1 and 1:2 have a
common unit normal at their point. Equations (19) and (20),
when considered simultaneously, yield a system of five in-
dependent equations only, since In}l) I = Iny) I = 1. These
five equations relate six unknowns:(j.F, ¢l' ifJi, (jp, ifJ-;.,ifJi,31ld
thus, one of these unknowns may be considered as a variable.

Change of AxesrDistance. Equations (19), (20), (A.9~A.14)
yield the following procedure for computations:

Step 1: Using equations nil' = nif, we obtain

(21)

Fig. 9a



Equation (21) with AF = Ap = ). yields that

'h = fJp = 0 (22)

Step 2: Using equations I'IW = nr;j, y}ll= y~2) and 41 =
X~2), we obtain the following system of three equations in
three unknowns (8, fl.l, and ~:J:

sin8sin;Ll - cosDsinAcosfJ.] = - sin8sin;L2 - cos8sin),cosfl2

(24)

(Qp&inO'- bpj (sinOcosfJ.z - cosfJsinXsinflz) - rz sin8cosfl2 +

C' sinO (25}

Here C ,= r] + r2 + ~C and 4C is the change of center
distance.

The solution to these 'equations for (), III and III provides
constant values whose magnitude depends on the operating
'center distance C only. (The change of the center distance
is 4C). The location of the center of the contacting ellipse

EQUAL'TO' THE' TASK

is determined by IO(~C). Thus, the bearing contact also
depends on ~c.

We may check the solution to Equations (23), (24) and (25)
using theequation n~l = nW which yields

sinOcOSfJ.l+ cosfJsinXsinlLl = sinOcosll2 - ,cosfJsinAsinll2
(26)

Step 3: Knowing 0', we may determine the relation between
parameters tPl and tP2,using equation z}U - z?J, which yields

efcos8coSA _elF + bfCotOtan).sinA + rltP1.tanA -
COSA

QPCOs8COSA_Clp + ,bpeot8tanAsinA + rZ¢2tanA
COSA

(27)

Equation (27) provides a linear function.which relates tPl and
¢z' since 8 is constant.

Step 4.: It is easy to prove that since 8, III and Ilz have eon-
stant values, the angular velocity ratio for the gears does not
depend on the center distance.

The proof is based on the following consideration : 1)
Equation. (27) with (} = constant, yields that r1dtPl ... rzdtPz
and dtPl/d¢-z= r2lrt. 2) Since "'1= ¢1- q/] and 112 •••" tP2
- ¢''z are constant, we obtain that d¢i"" d¢l, d¢'z = d¢l
and

(28)
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Step 5: It is evident that since (), 1'1. and 1'2 have constant
values, the line of action of the gear tooth surfaces represents,
in the fixed coordinate system 5" a straight line which is
parallel to the zraxis. We may determine th coordinates x~i)

and }/f'1 (I: = 1, 2) of the line of action using Equations (A9)
or (All). (See the Appendix.) The location of the instan-
taneous point of contact on the line of action may be
represented as a, function ofrili:

Z}11 = QFCOs()COS).- ,{jF + bjlCot8tanXsicll.+ r] (Il] + riI;)tanA
cos>.

(29)
Step 6: We may also derive an approximate equation which

relates () and 'the change of the center distance, .1.c. Since 1'1
and 1'2 are small, wernay make COSJ4 = 1 and sin,lLi - 0 in
Equation (25). We then obtain

where C = '1 + '2 + .1.c.
Equa.tion (30) yields

. () .1.C + ,bf - bpsm = _ (31)
QF - Qp

The nominal: value of ,(fi which corresponds to the theoret-
ical value of the' center distance C, where C = '1 + '2. is
given by:

sino" (32)

Compensation foil'the location of Beariing Contact Induc-
ed by .1.c. The sensitivity of the gears to the change of center
distance, .o.C, may be reduced byincreasing the difference
I{)f - ,~pl.However. this results ~n the increase of contac-
ting stresses ..

The dislocation of the bearing contact may be compen-
sated for by r~finishing one of the gears (preferably the pi-
nion) with new tool settings.

Consider ,that 0" is the nominal value for the pressure
angle; b~and b~ 'Q~are the nominal values for the machine
settings and VQ~are the nominal values for the radii of the
circular arcs. These parameters are related by Equation (32).
The location ·of the bearing contact won'f be changed if the
pinion is refinished with a new tool setting .bf determined as,
follows. (See Equation 31.)'

.,,0 .1.C+bf- b% (33)51nl7- = _

'Q~-Q~

bF=b~-JlC (34)

Change of Machine ToolSi!ttin~ brand br. The change
of machine tool settings bF and .bp causes: 1) the change of
gear tooth thickness and backlash between the mating teeth,
and 2) 'the dislocation of the bearing contact. The most
dangerous result is the dislocation of the bearing contact.

Using similar pri.nciples of investigation, we may represent
the new value of the pressure angle which corresponds to the
changed machine tool settings by using the following
equation:

(35)
Q 0{U- s»

Here bF and bp are the changed settings; bF '* b~, bp '*
b~, where b~ and b~ are the nominal machine settings; e '*
,0" is the new pressure angle.

We may compensate for th- dislocation of the bearing corr-
tact making 9' "'" 0", This can be achieved by refinishing of
the pinion with a corrected setting Jlbf. Similar to Equation
(33), we obtain

sino" bF-b~+.1.bF

Q~-Q~

(36)

Misalignment ,of Axes of Gear Rotation. Consider that the
axis of gear 1 rotation is not parallel. to the axis of gear 2
rotation and forms an angle 4'Y (Fig. 9b). The coordinate
transformation from 5,. to Sf is represented by the matrix
equations

Using Equatlons (37), (A.9-A14) (19) and (20), we may repre-
sent the tangency of surfaces El and E2 for m:isaligned gears
as follows:

(38)

( sO h- ,QF + b-- - t9 -_\ :_\,QfCO fCOS F -- - teo J=I:·<U!I\fS.lUI\F
COS}..F

+rl¢lta:MF)sin.1.'Y

(See Equations (A.ll) and (A.14) in the Appendix.)

QpCOsOpCOSAp-- Qp --+b'pCot8'pSinAptanAp+ '2ri12tan),P-
COShp

- (A1Sin1'1- B]COSI'1)sin4'Y+ (ete°s8fCOsF - .s.. +
COsAr

(39)

sin9pCOSIL2 - cosO'pSin}..pSinfla""sin()fCos,ul+cos8fSinAfSin,ul

(41),

- sin9 pSin~2 - cos8;pSinApCos,u2 - = (sinOpinlll

- cos8fSinA,n:oSJl.l)cosA'Y+cos8,n:oShpi,ll.1.'Y (42)

<-3)
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Fig.9b

Equations (38-43) form a system of five independentequa-
tions in six unknowns: ,Op, (h, 1'1 P-2.cPl and cPl' We may re-
mind readers 'that only twoequations from equation system
(411-43) are independent since In~]) 1 = 1 and In]2) 1 = l.

The computational procedure is as follows: 1) We consider
equations (38), (39), (42) and (43) which form a system of
four equations in five unknowns: OF, ,Op, P-v I'land cPl' Fix-
ing in <PI we may obtain the solutions by (h (411), (Jp (411), 1'1
(<PI) and 1l2(cPt). 2} Using Equation (40) we obtain <P2{4It). 3)
Then, using the equations

(44)

we can obtain the relation between the angles tP2 andcP; of
gear rotation. Punction cPi(cP;) is a nonlinear function and its
deviation from the linear function is given by

I1cPi(¢;'> =¢i(cPi) - N1cPi
N2

(45)

Here tJ.¢~(¢;) represents the kinematical errors of the gear
train and ¢;{cP]) and O'p(¢;') represent the change of location
of the bearing contact induced by the misalignment of gear
axes.

Compensation for the Location of Bearing Contact Induced
by the Gear ~isatigrunent. The dislocation of the bearing con-
tact induced by misalignment of the axes of gear rotation may
be compensated for by the change of the lead angle hF (01"

hp). This can be done technologically by refinjshingof the
pinion.

Example 1: The Influence of Change of Axes Distance.
Giv'en the rack parameters shown in Figs. 4 and 5: tooth
numbers, N] = 12, N2 = 941; the lead .angle AF = Ap = 75°;
the nominal pressure angle ff = 30"; the normaldiametral
pitch P; = 2; the nominal axes distance C = 29.239515"
and the change of axes distance, I1C = 0.021". Due to the
change of axes distance, the new value of the pressure angle
() is: 1) 0 = 12.81412 deg (exact solution provided by equa-
tion system (23-2-5); 2) () = 12.70903 deg (approximate solu-
tion provided by Equation .3:1.).

The compensation for the dislocation of bearing contact
is achieved by the new machine setting bF = -0.021 in.
which provides () = (fl = 30 deg although C = CO + .,o,c.

Example 2: The Influence of Misalignment of Gear Axes.
The nominal rack and gear parameters are the same as shown
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Table 1 Kinematical errors

No. if>I (h ()p ,o,cb;
(in s)

1 -20 deg 32.2520 deg 31.6521 deg 59.88 in.

2 -10 deg 32.2527 deg 31.6528 deg 29.94 in.

3 o deg 32.2531 deg 31.6531 deg 0.00 in.

4 10 deg 32.2530 deg 31.6530 deg -29.94 in ..

5 20 deg 32.2526 deg 31.6526 deg -59.89 in.

in Example 1. The misalignment is given by d1' = 0.1 deg
(Fig. 9). The kinematical errors dcP2 and the change of '0F and
Op are given in Table 1.

The compensation of kinematical errors is achieved with
the change of the lead angle of the pinion AF = 75.093 deg
(tJ.AF = 0.093 deg), The kinematicaj,erl"Orsaitercompensa-
tion are given in Table 2.

Using the proposed method of compensation we could
reduce substantially the kinematical errors induced by the
misalignment of axes 'cf gear rotation by approximately 250
times.

ConclusIon
The authors have considered the geometric properties of

circular arc helical gears and the method of their generation.

* SET~UPS
TAKE

SECONDS* I,NTER,NAl~EXTER,NAl
SPUR & HELICAL GEARS

TO 20' INCHES DIAMETER
1'1707McBean Drive, EI Monte, CA 91732

IB1B) 442-2898
CIRCLE A~11 ON READER REPLY CAR,O



-(e,tSin(Jp-bF)cot(Jpinh,t+rltP1

(Qpin(Jp+b;tan2)..F)Cot(J'j:COs},F - ~ + rltPtlan)..F
cosl\F

Table Z Compensated kinematical 'errors

No. tP1 OF Op 4tP2-
(in s)

i -20 deg 30 ..1892 deg 30.1440 deg 0.23 in.

:2 -10 deg 30 ..1900 deg 30.1449 deg 0.12 in.

3 0 deg 30.1905 deg 30.1452 deg 0.00 in.

4 10 deg 30.1904 deg 30.145.2 deg -0.12 in.

S 20 deg 30.1900 deg 30.1447 deg -0.24 in.

A method :for the simulali.on of the condi.tions of meshing
and the bearing contact has been proposed. Using this method
th ensiti.vity '0£ the gears to the change of center distance
and to the misalignment of gears has been investigated. A
technological method for the improvement of the bearing con-
tact for misaligned gears has been proposed. The presented
numerical examples illustrate the i.nfIuenceof the abovemen-
tioned errors and the method for compensation ,of the disloea-
tion of the bearing contact,
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APPENDIX
Gear Tooth Surfaces

Gear 1 Tooth Surface. Substituting subscript i for F in
Equa:tions. (8) and (10) and taking intoa.ccount that bF> 0,
we obtain:

1

(A.I)

[

... sin(JF

[M~l = -COs8,tSmAF

cos8fC~SAF 1 (A.2)

Equations (A.l) and (A.2) represent the generating urface
tF and the unit normal to this surface. We may derive the
equation of meshing using. equations (A.I). (A2) and (16)
with

...AF) ., r A.. Z-m = ,.I;; ]'1'1' e (A.3)

where xfcFJ, 'leB and Z~F)are coordinates oJ the point of in-
tersection of the normal to tF and the instantaneous axis of
rotation, I~I (Fig. Sa). We then obtain

(A.4)

Equation of meshing (A.4) yields

r A.. -a..<inl\
UF = 1'1'] r--- F + bfCotO';tanAf (A.S)

COSAF

Equations (A,l) and (A.S). when consider d simultaneous-
ly, represent a family of contacting lines on surface ~f'

Eliminating uF, we may represent this family of lines of con-
tact as follows.

(A.6)
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Q. Would you believe that Ihis
steering gear ipinion could be
,cold formed?'

A. IBelieve it. Helicremental
ESCOFlER: machines can diD it
-and u:p'to fiv,e times fast,er than
any other method!

Cold forming precise helical configurations such as shaft steering gear
pinions can only be dOlle using .£SCOFIER Helicremenlal machinery.
Other benefits: chipless machining. improved mechanical properties
• no waste - exceptional surface quality - exact tolerances -less
downtime -lower unit cost- exceptional increased productivity. Call or
write for informalion all how £SCOFIER rotary cold forming, techniques
can save time and money in your operation.

ESCOF,IER [NC.
I A. VAI.LOUilEC Cli'I:)Up COMPANY

I leader$hip In rola.ry cold forming techllology

I

10Ann si, P.O. Box 379. Oakmont. PA 15139· (412) 826·8588
Telex: 2641071ESCO UR • Telefax: 412.826 8560
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Using Equations (A6) and the coordinate transformation
from S~) to Sl we obtain

- bpeot8F)cOS<Pl sinAF

Zl epeOs8peOSAF - , __QF + bfCot8~anApinAF
COShF

The surface unit norma] is given by

36 Gear Technolog,y

(A7)

(AS)

--

I Using the coordinate transformation from 51 to Sh we obtain

y~l) = AlsinJLl - B1cOSJLl

Z~() = (JFCOs/Jf'COSAF - ~ + bpCotO~anApin);.F
C{)SAF

sin8peosp:l +cos8pinApinP:l

Here

(A.9)

(A.IO)

(All)

Equations (A9) and (A.IO) with a, fixed value for C/4,flepre-
sent in thecoordinate system Sh, surface I:l and the unit
normal to E1. These equations with diHerent values for ifj)'t.
represent in Sh,a family of surfaces El and the uni.t normals
to these surfaces.

The derivation of 'equations for gear 2 surface 1;2 and its
unit normal is based 'on similar considerations. We may repre-
sent these equations in Sf as follows:

y?) = - A2sin,!-t2 - B2coSP:2

zf) = e peOs8peOSAp - ~ +bpeoW pSin>..ptanAp
COSAp

[

" peo,''I'>+,CCs8~M, .pSin.·,!-t2 1
(njI»)] - -smi.lpSJnJ.L2-cos8pSin>..peOS,u2

COs8peOShp

Here

(AU)

(Al3)

(AI4)

The nominal value of the center distance is C = rl + r2'
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